
The Content Strategy Marketing Course
Guidebook - Your Ultimate Resource
Are you looking to boost your content strategy and marketing skills? Look no
further! The Content Strategy Marketing Course Guidebook is here to
revolutionize the way you approach content creation and marketing. This
comprehensive guide will equip you with the knowledge and tools necessary to
succeed in the ever-changing world of digital marketing. From creating
compelling content to developing effective strategies, this guidebook has it all.

Why Choose the Content Strategy Marketing Course Guidebook?

With an abundance of resources available online, it can be overwhelming to find
the right course or guide that caters to your needs. However, the Content
Strategy Marketing Course Guidebook offers a unique and customized approach
that sets it apart from the rest.

Firstly, this guidebook is designed for beginners as well as experienced
marketers. Whether you are just starting out or have years of experience under
your belt, you will find valuable insights and strategies to enhance your content
marketing efforts.
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Secondly, the guidebook takes a holistic approach to content strategy and
marketing. It doesn't focus solely on creating content; rather, it emphasizes the
importance of understanding your target audience, conducting thorough market
research, and developing comprehensive marketing strategies that align with
your business goals. By the end of the course, you will have a solid
understanding of the entire content marketing process.

What Can You Expect from the Content Strategy Marketing Course
Guidebook?

The Content Strategy Marketing Course Guidebook covers a wide range of topics
to ensure that you have a well-rounded understanding of content marketing.
Some of the key areas covered in this guidebook include:

to Content Strategy Marketing

Gain a comprehensive understanding of content strategy marketing and its
importance in today's digital landscape. Learn how to identify your target
audience, define your goals, and create a solid foundation for your content
marketing efforts.

2. Content Creation and Optimization

Discover the essential elements of creating compelling and engaging content.
Master the art of storytelling, learn about search engine optimization (SEO)
techniques, and explore various content formats to captivate your audience.
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3. Content Distribution and Promotion

Learn effective content distribution and promotion strategies to maximize your
reach and engagement. Understand different distribution channels, from social
media to email marketing, and learn how to leverage them for optimal results.

4. Analytics and Measurement

Understand the importance of data-driven decision-making in content marketing.
Explore different analytics tools and learn how to track and measure the success
of your content strategies. Gain insights on how to make data-backed
improvements to continually enhance your content marketing efforts.

5. Content Strategy Case Studies

Explore real-life case studies of successful content marketing campaigns. Learn
from industry experts and discover the strategies and tactics that propelled their
brands to success.

Unlock Your Content Marketing Potential

Whether you're an aspiring content marketer or a seasoned professional, the
Content Strategy Marketing Course Guidebook is a must-have resource in
today's competitive digital landscape. Equip yourself with the knowledge, insights,
and strategies that will set you apart and ensure your content marketing success.

Are you ready to take your content marketing to new heights? Get your hands on
the Content Strategy Marketing Course Guidebook and unlock your full potential
today!
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Finally: a real-life, practical industry guide on content strategy and marketing is
here: Practical Content Strategy & Marketing, by practitioner Julia McCoy.

If you run a business, or if you’re trying to break into a top-dollar content
marketing career, you need to know the practical concepts involved in content
strategy and marketing.

The “how,” the “why,” the “where” of content.

Content marketing itself involves so many platforms, formats, content types,
strategies, tools—and to get the most ROI from your approach to content
marketing and strategy, you have to know how to do the most important content
marketing practices.

Forget FOMO and trying to figure out too many things.

This guide will teach you the most important foundations and skills you actually
need in order to get far in our booming industry of content marketing.
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For the first time in the industry, Practical Content Strategy & Marketing lays the
“hows” of content marketing and strategy out, in a step-by-step approach, book
form. Each section has written exercises built to solidify what you’re reading and
learning—you’ll be able to fill these out with a pen. Don’t be afraid to mark up this
book!

Practical Content Strategy & Marketing is your go-to guide on a practical content
strategy and marketing education, created by author Julia McCoy as a written
accompaniment to her six-week course, the Content Strategy & Marketing
Course (contentstrategycourse.com).

Why is this book different? You’re not going to find corporate, birds-eye, mumbo-
jumbo fluff in this content marketing guide. Quite the opposite. The author, Julia
McCoy, won her way to the top (awarded as the top 33rd content marketer in the
world) the hard-knocks way. She dropped out of college and built a content
agency, Express Writers, on nothing but $75 and the tenacity to go and follow her
dream and see it through. Today, Julia's team has completed over 35,000 content
projects, earning a collective $5M to date. Her content consistently ranks at the
top of Google and among the highest-shared for guest publications.

Her go-to marketing strategy? A practical, hands-on content marketing approach
responsible for 99% of her clients.

With Julia as your guide, learn the principles and physical “how-to” behind these
six key cores of effective content marketing:

Module 1: Core Foundations of an ROI-Based Content Strategy

Module 2: Audience Persona Discovery, Sales Funnel Content Mapping, &
Style Guidelines



Module 3: Understanding Keywords, SEO Opportunities, & Creating
Keyword Reports

Module 4: How to Build Content Cores (Your Content House) for an Authority
Presence Online

Module 5: Practical Content Creation (Your Site & Guest Blogging)

Module 6: Content Promotion, Setting a Budget, Preparing Your Editorial
Calendar, & Maintenance

Along the way, you’ll get to build a working content strategy from the ground up,
using the Brand Strategy Exercises in each module. Have your pen and thinking
cap ready—and a brand you want to build an entire working strategy for!

Practical Content Strategy & Marketing is a field guide for the smartest content
marketers who know that strategy is the key to thriving in our world of new
marketing through content. Bonus: leading business marketing expert Mark
Schaefer joins Julia to write the foreword, and guests Sujan Patel, Michele Linn,
Steve Rayson and more appear in guest lessons throughout the book.
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